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Title of paper         Strategic Priorities Update 
 

Presented by  
        

Ian Piper, Chief Executive 

Sub-committee 
 

Not applicable 
 

  

Purpose of Paper and Executive Summary 

To provide the Board with an update on key matters that affect the Corporation’s 
priorities and performance since the last meeting. 
 
EDC business plan 
and KPIs 
 

Matters covered will impact on some or all of the priorities 
within the business plan and associated KPIs 
 

Recommendation FOR INFORMATION 

The Board is asked to NOTE the contents of this paper and 
their impact on performance and progress. 

Annexes No Annexes 
 

Delegation             Not applicable. 

Financial impact Not applicable. 

Legal impact  There are no legal implications associated with this paper. 

Stakeholder impact          Not applicable. 

Sponsor impact MHCLG have been engaged in agreeing the strategic 
priorities, Corporate and Business Plan. 
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1. Dealing with the COVID-19 Pandemic 
 
1.1. Following revised guidance from the government encouraging us to once again 

work from home where possible, we have issued renewed advice to staff.  
Essentially this allows staff to continue to access the office during their 
allocated day, and within their existing bubble, if they feel that their personal 
well-being would be impacted by the lack of contact (albeit socially distanced) 
with a small number of their colleagues.  Recognising the particular issues for 
new staff employed during the pandemic, in settling into the organisation, we 
have also allowed new staff and their line manager to access the office during 
their allocated day.  Outside of these limited circumstances the default position 
is for staff to work from home. 
 

1.2. Our risk assessment for the office has been reviewed continually and updated 
where required. 
 
 

2. London Resort Consultation 
 
2.1. Following the Board discussion last month in Part 2, we submitted our 

responses to the formal consultation by the deadline date of 21 September.  
We have continued to engage with LRCH and their technical teams on a range 
of design, planning and commercial matters to seek clarification and more 
information on their proposals. 
 

2.2. LRCH are still reporting that they will submit their DCO before the end of the 
year. 
 
 
 

3. Business Plan 2020/21 
 

3.1. Following written approval of this year’s Business Plan by the Ministry, we have 
now published it on our website. 
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4. Eurostar Announcement 
 

4.1. Further to my report on this issue last month, I do now have a meeting with 
Eurostar scheduled for this month.  We have also briefed officials in our 
sponsor team who have prepared briefings for Ministers. 
 

5. Progress on Strategic Priorities 
 

5.1. Ebbsfleet Central 
Good progress is being made with the masterplanning work, although it is 
proving harder to undertake such an exercise than normal given Covid 
restrictions and this will have a small delaying effect on the overall programme.  
We currently expect to be in a position to share draft masterplan options with 
the Board in the next two months. 
 
Discussions with DfT and HS1 regarding the commercial arrangements that 
cover the ‘lift and shift’ of carparking spaces, are also progressing satisfactorily. 
 
HMRC have commenced a consultation on their proposals to establish an 
Inland Customs Facility on carpark D in readiness for 1 January.  We are 
liaising closely with HMRC to ensure that the impact of the facility on the 
Garden City and its residents is minimised. 
 
 

5.2. Grove Road 
The Grove Road consultation ran from 13th July to 18th September 2020.  This 
is the second consultation on the scheme. The consultation was launched with 
a 4 page A4 leaflet sent to 1,356 households. The back of the leaflet had a 
returnable feedback form. Local key stakeholders were directly contacted, 
whilst posters went up in the area. A dedicated consultation website was 
created which included an FAQ, virtual exhibition and an online survey. The 
website can be viewed here https://www.groveroadedc.co.uk/ 
This site received 1,450 unique visitors through the 8 week consultation. The 
team advertised and held an online Q&A session. A video of the presentation in 
this session was subsequently uploaded to the website. Alongside this were 
several rounds of Facebook advertising which reached many thousands of local 
people and was responsible for 1,000 clicks through to our website. A 
dedicated email address received 5 emails giving thoughts/asking questions 
about the scheme.  A working hours freephone hotline was available throughout 
the consultation period but was very rarely used.  
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We received 30 responses to our online survey, whilst one person returned the 
feedback form on the back of the leaflet by freepost. There were also a few 
individuals who gave their views by email and by letter.  The responses have 
been analysed and show that people were excited about the benefits of the 
scheme especially the waterfront park and the opportunity to open up the 
riverside location. For example, people were keen to embed wildlife corridors 
and express the history of the location through its heritage assets e.g. 
interpretation boards etc. There were only a few people who were negative 
about the scheme overall. These individuals opposed any residential 
development on the site and were cynical about development in the area 
generally.  Some of these felt the existing community wasn’t being properly 
considered i.e. concerns about affordable homes and whether these would be 
for local people,  connections to existing residential estates and  the need for a 
larger, inclusive community space. There was some concern about strain on 
local transport (traffic) and services like GPs surgeries. 
 
The outcome of the consultation is being carefully considered by the team and 
will be fed into the emerging planning submission. 
 
In the month we also took possession and completed on the purchase of two 
properties in Grove Road previously owned by TW Dean. We have now 
acquired more than 50% of the overall regeneration area by agreement. The 
team have considered heritage and condition reports for all of the key historic 
buildings within the site.  As a result it has been decided to retain and repair the 
Foundry and associated buildings. This has the potential of increasing the 
space available for community facilities within the overall scheme, which 
responds positively to community comments. 
 
 

5.3 Stewardship 
It is with real pleasure that I am able to report that MHCLG have now approved 
the establishment of the proposed Stewardship Trust.  We have begun to 
prepare an Implementation Plan that will set out the detailed steps that we need 
to take over the next 12-18 months to get the Trust up and running.  I will report 
these proposed steps to the Board shortly. 

 

 
 


